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Flavours: the pleasure principle
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Abstract
Flavour perception reflects the integration of distinct sensory signals, in particular odours and tastes, primarily
through the action of associative learning. This gives rise to sensory interactions derived from the innate properties
of tastes. It is argued that while the integration inherent in flavours may have adaptive meaning in terms of food
identification, the primary purpose is to provide a hedonic value to the odour and the flavour. Hence, flavours may
be seen primarily as units of pleasure that influence our motivation to consume.
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The idea of flavours as the outcome of the integration of
tastes, odours and oral somatosensory (tactile) qualities
has a long pedigree [1-3]. In recent years, this concept
has received support from the identification of the brain’s
network of neural structures that function together to
uniquely encode flavours [4,5]. From the perspective of
food preferences, too, flavours seem to be fundamental
units. This is primarily because at birth (or in the case of
salt, shortly thereafter), we are hedonically inflexible when
it comes to basic tastes—sweet, sour, salty, bitter and
umami. Our likes and dislikes appear to be pre-set as an
adaptive mechanism to ensure intake of nutrients (sweetness, saltiness, umami) and avoid toxins or otherwise
harmful substances (bitterness, sourness). On the other
hand, there is little evidence that odour preferences are
other than the result of experience, a process that may
begin in the womb [6].
Of course, we can learn to like or dislike odours in isolation—experience with flowers or sewer smells is sufficient. But in the context of eating, we never experience
the odours in flavours without accompanying tastes.
This has two consequences. The first of these is that the
hedonic properties of tastes become attached to the
odour through their repeated co-exposure [7,8], an example of a general associative learning process known as
evaluative conditioning [9]. In other words, odours
paired with sweetness become liked; odours paired with
bitterness typically become disliked. The second process,
also based on associative learning, reflects the metabolic
value of those food ingredients that give rise to tastes
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qualities (e.g. sugar, glutamate) or otherwise have value
as nutrients (e.g. fat). Odours paired with metabolic
value can become liked even when the taste is unpleasant, which explains how we can develop strong preferences for bitter drinks such as coffee or beer, or ‘painful’
foods that contain chilli. While these two learning processes are seemingly similar, they can be dissociated by,
for example, conditioning liking for an odour paired
with a non-nutritive sweetener such as aspartame or alternatively pairing the odour with energy in the form of
sugar, but under conditions of satiety, in which case the
amount of increased liking is limited [10].
Pairing ingested nutrients with odours has other important consequences, particularly in relation to motivation to
consume. Thus, pairing novel odours with glutamate in
soup increases liking for those odours, but in addition, exposure to the flavour following conditioning also increased
feelings of hunger and increased consumption of the soup,
relative to simple repeated exposure to the soup [11]. This
suggests a mechanism for the development of food ‘wanting’, a distinct construct from ‘liking’ that has been explored in terms of both distinct neural and motivational
substrates [12,13]. Wanting reflects a drive to consume,
the effects of which can be observed in eating that is independent of energy needs. In particular, wanting can be triggered by sensory cues—odours, visual or auditory cues—
that have been associated with nutrient learning. Examples
of this can be found in research showing that consumption
of a food in response to cues can occur even after consuming the same food to satiation [14]. As such, there is
obvious relevance to our understanding of the aetiology
of obesity.
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Research evidence for integration of tastes, odours and
somatosensory inputs into flavours comes from a variety
of sources, including cell recordings in animals [15],
fMRI studies of neural activation in humans [16] and
psychophysical studies of odour/taste interactions following repeated co-exposure [17]. An important question, though, relates to the adaptive significance of the
‘construction’ of flavours—why do discrete neural circuits, for example, represent flavours rather than simply
odours and tastes separately?
Integration of information from physiologically distinct
sensory modalities appears to be a general property of
the mammalian nervous system [18]. Moreover, we
know from studies of multi-modal sensory integration in
other systems (vision, hearing, touch) that such integration, even when it supplies redundant information, aids
in the detection and recognition of objects, particularly
in those cases where a single sensory modality fails to
supply all the necessary information for such recognition
[19]. From a theoretical perspective, Gibson [20] has argued that the primary purpose of perception is to seek
out objects in our environment, particularly those that
are biologically important. As such, the physiological origin of sensations is less important than that these sensations can be used in object identification. Because of its
adaptive significance, flavour perception is perhaps the
most prominent example of this notion.
But this explanation does not provide a complete understanding of the significance of flavours. While it can
be argued that it is taste and odour together that allow
us to recognize pear as a pear, in practice, once it is familiar, the pear odour is sufficient. In a world without
taste, trial and error would allow one to distinguish
pears from apples and could even tell you whether or
not pears were safe to eat. However, through learning,
the integration of odours with tastes attaches additional
meaning to the odour that is primarily hedonic. The
pear flavour that is not bitter, not too sour, and quite
sweet provides pleasure in eating. In other words, we are
motivated to consume it because of its prior associations
with the pleasure of sweet taste and the calories that the
sweetness, and subsequently, the pear odour signals.
And, of course, this occurs even prior to eating: the
odour of the pear itself becomes pleasant.
The perceptual consequences of odour/taste integration can be interpreted in the same way. The wellknown phenomena of food odours being described in
terms of tastes—sweet smell of vanilla or the sour smell
of vinegar—are consequences of odour/taste integration
and apparently independent from the hedonic changes
[8,21]. But these perceptual qualities also have hedonic
consequences—sweet smelling odours are pleasant and
this quality may in itself motivate consumption even if
we cannot identify the actual odour or its source. There
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is even evidence suggesting that such odours activate the
same reward pathways as tasted sweetness [22]. Conversely, a bitter or sour odour is likely to elicit rejection,
especially if we cannot recognize the odour. As such,
these perceptual changes to odours may help compensate for the fact that odour identification is particularly
difficult even for common foods [23].
The key purpose of sensory integration is not that it
aids identification per se (although it might), but rather
that it confers a hedonic valence (positive or negative)
on to the odour, which crucially is the defining characteristic of the food. Thus, flavours can be most accurately
seen as objects constructed for their hedonic qualities. Initial ‘gut’ responses to foods are almost always hedonic,
and this naturally precedes accepting or rejecting the food.
Thus, what we perceive when we sit down to dinner are,
thankfully, integrated hedonically positive perceptions—
spaghetti al pomodoro and a nice Chianti—rather than a
collection of independent, hedonically diverse tastes,
odours and textures.
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